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Dial back“good ol’ days”

Disaster Adverted

The University of Waterloo Alumni
Association sent out their magazine
advertising an alumni reunion. Their
idea of “good ol’ days” includes Radio
Waterloo. In fact, not only does it
include Radio Waterloo but this photo
was the cover of their current
magazine and features some of the
initial members including Alan Gough
and Jerry Cook.
These members were instrumental in
getting the initial station up and
running. This photo dates back to
about 1971 before the station was on
the FM dial. At that time Radio
Waterloo did not have the CKMS call
letters and was a closed circuit radio
station servicing various buildings on
the University of Waterloo and Wilfred
Laurier Campus’. Back then, Radio
Waterloo would get airtime on Grand
River Cable to put out various radio
programs to the community.

Homes Plus Magazine
helps out the SFM Times
SFM Times Issue #1 got a good
response from various members of
CKMS. The SFM times was initially
going to be the CKMS newsletter that
people can sign up for on the station’s
website at soundfm.ca. In addition to
being emailed out and available
electronically, the SFM times will soon
be available in print! Homes Plus
Magazine, which is the number on
home buyer magazine in the Waterloo
Region, graciously donated to SFM
Times organizer, DJ Steel, an outdoor
newspaper box.
As soon as the paint dries the SFM
Times will be available at the CKMS
doorstep in print. It is estimated that
100 copies will be printed and made
available. Make sure to swing on by
and pick up your copy monthly!

Based on a true Story

As Detective J Steel tuned into 100.3 on
the FM dial there was a slight radio fuzz
that permeated the feed. Steel noticed a
pattern with the radio fuzz and
contacted the Nattyphysicist to see if he
could run the pattern through one of his
advanced algorithms to find the source
of the radio impedance.
The Nattyphysicist tirelessly ran the
data and calculated that the impedance
was due to the outdoor heat and that
the CKMS FM transmitter was
overheating.

Upcoming Festival Events
Riverfest August 14-16

CKMS Concert series #3 Aug 21

Luckily Dr. Mark had a psychedelic
solution and loaded the hardware into
the awaiting DJ Carmelo’s Street
hopped-up vehicle. Carmelo raced
through the grid-locked city streets en
route to Detective J Steel who was now
at the station.
Meanwhile at the station as Detective J
opened the tower door the face plate on
the FM receiver suddenly flipped down
and a count down began. “T-minus 30
minutes until disaster”. Just then,
Carmelo drove up in his Street hoppedup vehicle. Steel didn’t waste any time
ripping out the old busted hardware and
started installing the new hardware.
Detective J Steel finished installing the
hardware just as the final minute on the
receiver’s faceplate ticked past.
Detective J Steel closed his eyes
anticipating a cosmic microdispersion
BUT THEN the face plate flipped back
and resumed its normal operation. From
the city’s perspective there was never
an issue other than a slight fuzz on an
FM radio station that was suddenly
fixed.
For more electrifying adventures visit:
www.manoamanoradio.com/comic/

Simple Steps to Start
your own show on
CKMS
1) Check out the
schedule above for
open times.
2) Visit soundfm.ca & fill
in your show info.
3) Purchase a CKMS
membership
4) You will be trained by
a CKMS member
5) Start DJing your own
radio show!
You will be in the director chair
of your own show here on
CKMS. Is there something you
want to hear on the radio?
Make it happen! CKMS is “The
Sound of the Community”
Contact office@soundfm.ca
for more information

Featured Member

The Agriculture Show airs
Tuesdays from 2:00 – 4:00PM
and is hosted by Jeff Stager. This
show is sponsored by the
Waterloo Federation of
Agriculture.
Each week Jeff is talking about
agriculture and often has local
farmers and the like in to talk
about issues dealing with farming,
pesticides and the foods you eat!

Contact: jeff@soundfm.ca

